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 You can do this with any software like Adobe Premiere, Corel Media suite, etc. The YouTube way A YouTube clip can be watched straight away. No need to download it. The clip gets embedded on your profile and you can share it directly with your friends. It can be accessed from a mobile phone and tablet. Select the relevant clip and click on the start button. You will be shown a list of categories.
Click on the relevant one to start creating your video. The Coub way Coub is great for adding loops. It supports over 600 looping patterns. You can add any video as a loop and be able to change its length or fade out at any point. You can remove the loop at any time. Create a new loop. Click on the icon that looks like a blue plus sign. A big list of categories will open. When you click on the category

you want, you will see a list of loops. Click on the one that you want to use and click on the start button. Editing a video with Coub You can either play the video, pause, rewind or go forwards or backwards through the video using your remote controls. You can trim the video to remove any parts you don’t want. Click on the icon in the bottom-right corner and the video will split into two windows. The
smaller window is the trimmed part of the video. Click on it to display the controls. Using the trim tool, you can remove any parts you don’t want from the clip. You can also adjust the duration of the trimmed clip by scrolling up and down using the scroll bar in the lower left corner. Click on the small piece of the video that you want to trim and press the left button to remove the trimmed part. With

the trimmed clip selected, press the right button to open the trim window. Using the scroll bar, you can adjust the start and end point of the trimmed clip. Click on the end point and press left to remove the trimmed clip. With the trimmed clip still selected, press the right button to add the trimmed clip back to the video. You can remove the trimmed clip from the video by selecting the clip and pressing
the left button. Once the trimmed clip is removed, you can add the trimmed clip back to the video by selecting the clip and pressing the right button. You can add 82157476af
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